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{deceived 10 December 1976)
This nolo iiilrotlucoB iho 4-dimonsjoiial veraioii ol tho do Broglie wavelength 
winch in fciirii imjilios that apait from the conventional de Broglie wavelength 
(wliKJh may bo called tho do Broglie Wtavolongth of first Idnd) there must exist 
another do Broglio wavelength which has been termed the de Broglie wavelength 
of second kind. It has been discussed that the do Broghe wavelength of second 
kind offers a theoretical basis for the uncertainty relation i^Edd ^  fe which so 
far did not enjoy the status of the uncertainty relation A X A P ^  % the theoretical 
basis of which lies in tho existence of the conventional do Broglio wavelength.
it may be recalled that in tho literature on wave mechanics, the Kloin- 
Gordon and the Dirac equations are very often referred to as the (relativistic) 
wave equations. There is, however, one formal difficulty in interpreting tho 
IClein-Gordon and tho Dirac equations as wave equations due to the non-avail­
ability of tho wavelength appropriate for the equations concerned. No such 
difficulty is experienced in interpreting the 8chrodiiigor equation as a Wave 
equation duo to tho existence of tlio conventional de Broglio wavelength. Need- 
loss to mention that tho wavelength associated with the Sclnodinger equation 
is the (conventional) de Broglio wavelength To justify tho wave equation 
status for the Klein-Gordon and the Dirac equations, we have introduced in 
this note the 4-dimensional version of tho de Broglie wavelength which in turn 
implies that apart from the conventional do Broglie wavelength there must exist 
another de Broglio wavelength which has been termed the de Broglie wavelength 
of second kind. It may be recalled that tho uncertainty relation AEAt^ % does 
not enjoy tho same theoretical status as its counterpai't A XA P^U  which was 
introduced by Heisenberg by exploiting the existence of the (conventional) de 
Broglie wavelength. Tho de Broglie wavelength of second kind, introduced in 
this note, offers the much desired thoorel-ical basis for the uncertainty relation 
AEAt’^ fh  (which was introduced in analogy with the relation A X A P ^  fi).
To introduce tho 4-dimensional version of the de Broglie wavelength we 
shall employ tho arguments based on the invariance principle. The necessity 
of the invariance properties of physical quantities is well known (Sakurai 1964)
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and WG have diseustied this point elsewhere (Mukliopadhya^' 1975). We oxaiuine 
liist the invariance property of the de Broglie AvavoIcngUi A^ , defined by
^D ^hlP , ... (1)
The invariance property ol A/> beeoines more transparent il we rewrite eejn (1) 
in tho following form
Az, h/P =  /^/(P.P)i ht(P^P» )^K -  1, 2, 5. 
hince P “ =  is invariant- under Il-diiiiensional rolatitms, Ihercfoi
{hi)
P  (the
magnitude of 3-momentum) is so. This is in turn suggests 1-liat the de Broglie 
wavelength \d a scalar and as sucli an invariant in 3-dimcnsioiial space The 
invarianoc propert-y ol the de Broglie wavelength clearly suggests that- it is a Midi 
defined physical quantity in 3-dimensional space in Avhich tho Sehrodinger iu|ua- 
tion IS valid. In this connection we may note that the Sehrodinger equation is 
eovariant (and as such form invariant) under 3-dimensional rotations This 
fact suggests that as the space in which the Rlem-Gordon and the Diiae ciiuat ions 
are valid is 4-dimonsional, therefore, the wavelength underlying the equations 
concerned has to satisfy the requirement of Lorentz invariance. It may be noted 
that eqn. (la) has been expressed m the form which can be easily generalized to 
4-dimensional space by allowing /z to run from 0 to 3. It is easy t-o write down 
the 4-diniensional v-ersion of eqn (la) which reads
A == (ii)/V --0 , 1,2,3
where A is the wavelength apjiropriatc for the waves propagating in 4-dimensioiial 
space. Needless to mention that tho norm of 4-niomeutuni is in valiant, uiulci 
4-diinensional rotations as is so. Obviously, then, A is a Loientz mvaiianl 
quantit-y and as such it is a scalar in 4-dimensional space. Using the w'cll known 
relation (Bjorkon ct Droll 1964) p^p^ — mh'^ , eqn. (2) can be given the tollowdng 
form
A -  hj{mc) ... (2a)
where m is the Uoreiitz invariant mass (i.c. the rest mass). It may be noted 
that as eqn. (2a) Ixas been obtained by generalizing eqn, (la) to 4-dimensional 
space, therefore, A occurring in eqn. (2a) is tlic 4-dimensional analogue of Ajj 
defined by eqn. (la). It may be emphasized here that the prosenee of the mass 
m in eqn. (2a) implies that A is tho w^avelongth of the waves which represent a 
massive particle executing 4-dimensional motion. Obviously, then, A is the 
wavelength appropriate for tho Klein-Gordon and the Dirae equations.
To verify that A, defined by eqn. (2a), is the wavelength associated wdth the 
Klein-Gordon and the Dirae equations we proceed as follows. For oui jiuipose 
wc- start from tho time-independont Sehrodinger equation
(a)
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which can be recast in the following form with the help of the relation
Aj:, hjP == hlCZmW)^
=  0. (3a)
The time-dependent Schrodinger equation can also bo reduced to the lormj given 
by oqii. (Ha), using the transcription ih{djdi) —> P  which transforms the time- 
depondoiit Schrodinger equation into its time-independent form, given by oqn (3), 
AV'hich ultimately can bo recast in the form of eqn. (3a). We liave already noted 
that A, defined by eqn. (3a), is the analogue of the do Broglie wavelength An m 
4-djmonsional space. Denoting by ^ the analogue of the Schrodinger-^ in 4- 
dimensional space and using the transciiiitions Ai>-> A and
the 4-dimonsional version of eqn. (3a) takes the following form
[□+(477‘^ )/A‘^ ]0 =  0. ... (4)
Eqn. (4) can be rewritten with the help of eqn. (2a) as shown below.
[□H-mV/fe2]0 =  0 ... (4a)
which is the free particle IClein-Gordon equation The way the Klein-Gordon 
equation has been obtained stalling from the Rchrodingoi equation clearly
i-evoals that A, defined by eqn. (2a), is the wavelength associated with tlio loniicr 
equation. Either fi'om Lorentz invariance arguments or from physical considera­
tions, it follows that the wavelength associated with the Klein-Gordon equation 
is also the wavelength appropriate for the Dirac equation This is so because, 
as it is well known, each and every component of the Diiac-?// must necessarily 
satisfy the Kloin-Gordon equation for the requirement of energy-momdiitum 
conservation. There is hardly any need of emphasizing that just as the do 
Broglie wavelength imimls the wave equation status on the Schrodingei* equa­
tion similarly its 4-dimensional version i.e. the wavelength A, defined liy eijn. 
(2a), implies the same for the Klom-Gordon and the Dirac equations We repeat 
to ompliasjze that the wave equation status is clearly justified foi the Klom- 
Gordon equation, namely, eqn. (4a) which was obtained, as shown above, starting 
from the Schordiuger equation which is a true wave oqual-ioii. This fact auto­
matically implies the wave equation status also lor the Dirac equation for flic 
reasons mentioned above
In the above wo have introduce the 4-dimensional analogue of the do Broglie 
wavelength. Now we want to demonstrate that the 4-dimonsional version ol 
the do Broglie wavelength demands the existence of the do Broglie wavelength 
of second kind apart from the conventional do Broglie wavelength (which may 
bo called the do Broglie wavelength of first kind). For our purpose w^ e proceed 
as follows. It is well known that a Lorentz covariant description of a particle 
in its 4-momenfcum space requires 4-momentum pr — (P, po) where P  and p(,
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arf> the fipaee-like and the tirae-like components respectively of Tn the 
psoudO'Eiiclidean space (Schwebor 1961, Bjorken k Drell 1964) with the metric 
such that ^  — g^  ^ ~~g,^  =r ^  _|-l and -= 0 when p v, the
time-liko component p„ can be taken to be real and defined b}” p^  ^ ~  Ejc. Tt is 
interesting to note that tlie conventional dc Broglie wavelength Ad == if* 
related to the magnitude of the space-like component P of 4-momenlum p^ .^ 
Also we have shown that the norm of 4-momontum Pf, is related to the 4-dimen* 
sional version of the de Broglie wavelength Obviously, the following equations
A =  hlip^ ipf^ )^  — ^/(norm of 
Ad ~  hfP =  ^/(magnitudo of P)
dearly suggest thai there must bo a wavelength As associated with the magnitude 
of pf,, the time-liko component of p/^  The wavelength As is defined by
As -  V po =  hliEIc). (6)
Sinco
therefore, eqn. (5) can rcwi’itten as
As -  A/(p2+m2ca)i (5a)
The wavelength As may be called the dc Broglie wavelength of second kind. 
Poi a free massive ]>artide (P/up**)^  P  and P(, arc separately conserved ard as 
such A, An and As are physically meaningful quantities. Obvjously. the quaii- 
l.ities A^ . /A/P,r, Ay =  IhIPy Ag --  hjJ^ z arc not- physical quantities as Py,
Pz are not constants of motion.
The intimate connection between Heisenberg’s imfcertainty relation 
^ X ^ P ^ U  and de Broglie’s wavelength is well known (Powell k Craseinann 
1964). Tn this (‘onnection it may be noted that the relation was
int roduced in analogy with the relation A ZA P ~ n Tt may be noted, however, 
that the relation APA^*-^?! does not enjoy the respectable theoretical status oi 
Heisenberg’s relation A^TAP'^fe which has, as its basis, the conventional de 
Broglie wavelength An It is gratifying tn note that As, the de Broglie w^ ave- 
length of second kind, introduced in this note offers a theoretical basis for the 
relation APA/->- ?^». This statement becomes more transparent if wo rewrite 
the relation as ^{Elc)^{ct)'^fi which in turn can be recast as
ApoA.'i’rt'^fe where =- ct (Schweber 1961) is the time component of =■ (X, 
.r,, — ct). Eqn. (5) relates the wavelength As with the time-like component p„ 
of 4-inomentum p  ^ Xn a future communication we shall discuss further applica­
tions of the de Broglie wavelengt-h of second kind.
The author humbly dedicates this work to the memory of his parents—the 
late Sm Sarojbasini Mukhopadhyay and the late Sri Harimohon Mukliopadhyay.
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Th(^  aim of tliiw work is l.o stmly tJie piezooloctric (iffoct of soclinin benzoyl a col o- 
uat(‘ in order to throw some light on the relation lictwoen the piezoelectric effect 
in tliis compound and that in sodinm acetylacotonate materials (Tawfik 1975).
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